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Relocating Two-Earner Couples:
What Companies Are Doing

by Arlene A. Johnson

Highlights

When both husband and wife work, as is the case for 70
percent of American couples in the work force, it affects the
decision-making, logistics, and finances of a relocation. To
protect the viability of transfers, more than half of U.S. cor-
porations are offering some type of re-employment assistance
to spouses of transferred employees. Employers' experience
with this new type of relocation assistance documents several
key trends and policy issues:

In most cases, spouse assistance is informal and ad hoc,
but in a growing number of companies the process is formal-
ized and expressed in terms of a business rationale.

For companies that report the greatest satisfaction with
their program, key issues have been internal needs assessment,
communication of the program, and positioning the program
alongside other work force issues.

Three types of assistance form the basis of current em-
ployer programs: (1) information on techniques for self-
market ing, (2) access to the local job market, and (3) personal-
ized counseling and support. Each option has advantages, but
there is as yet little data on whether spouse assistance is effec-
tive in reducing reluctance to relocate.

New kinds of programs are emerging to address the
problems of multiple operating sites, diverse spouse needs, and
cost containment. Innovations include decision-making pack-
ages, flexible programs with multiple options, commuter al-
lowances, assistance for unmarried partners, and programs
for international spouses whose visas prevent them from
working.

Many companies report launching or modifying their pro-
gram within the last six months and others plan to start pro-
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grams in the coming year, underscoring the fact that spouse
assistance is a timely issue for companies that want to remain
competitive in their relocation and work force policies.

Methodology

Research for this report was conducted by the staff of The
Conference Board's Work and Family Center. The project
is part of the Center's ongoing program to study corporate
work and family initiatives and to develop information on op-
tions for implementing these programs in different work en-
vironments.

The content of nearly 100 personal interviews with
representatives from more than 60 organizations provided
the data for this report. Forty employer organizations granted
interviews to discuss the status of their spouse employment
assistance programs, motivation for the programs, and im-
plementation experiences, both positive and negative. In
the majority of participating companies, two or more in-depth
interviews were conducted in order to provide a multi-
dimensional view of how programs have developed. Inter-
view participants included managers, administrators, and
policy-makers. Participating organizations were selected to
represent a variety of program options, as well as geographic
and industry diversity.

In addition to the employer interviews, representatives of
21 relocation consulting and research organizations sup-
plied information on the rationale for the services they offer,
ways that employers use their services, and issues and
trends they observe in corporate assistance for families.

Relocation surveys and articles in relocation and person-
nel journals provided a background for the analysis.

The Conference Board Research Bulletin 3



Introduction

Each year nearly 500,000 employees are transferred by their
employers to new locations in the United Statesto fill criti-
cal positions, to accommodate corporate reorganization, or
as part of management development plans. To facilitate t hese
moves, employers offer comprehensive relocation assistance
programs that inI989 cost, on average, $41,000 per relocation.'
Alongside the traditional components of relocation
assistancesuch as payment for shipment of household
goods, temporary living expenses, and costs of buying and
selling a homethe 1980s saw corporations offering "spouse
assistance" programs aimed at the increasing number of dual-
earner couples who need to find a job for the relocated spouse.

Attention to spouse employment issues has increased gradu-
ally throughout the 1980s. In 1981, 4 percent or fewer of sur-
veyed companies had policies for helping spouses find
re-employment. By 1987, that number jumped to 10 to 15 per-
cent, while over 50 percent reported that they sometimes
provided assistance in a job search. In 1988, this was identi-
fied as one of the policy areas most likely to be under review
for enhancement: a survey of 387 companies found that 15 per-
cent of respondents had increased spouse services and another
27 percent planned increases in assistance for 1989.2

Corporate interest in programs for nonemployee partners
is being fueled by three developments: the growing number
of two-earner couples, increased employee reluctance to relo-
cate, and heightened awareness of the link between family
needs and a successful relocation.

Avo-Eamer Couples: Workkm Women

As a result of the dramatic increase in married women's
labor market activity, the percentage of two-earner couples
has increased from less than 48 percent of married couples
in 1976 to almost 57 percent in 1987.3 In the realm of social

' See "Emplos,ee Relocation Cost Analysis. Tracking irends to Gauee the
Tuture," Runzlwimer Reports on Relocation. December, 1989. Home sale and
home purchase espenses are the largest part of relocation costs, as reflected
in the fact that, ss hile the as erage cost of ielo'cating a home-ossning employee
was $41,(XX) in 1989. the aserage cost of a renter's relocation was 514.000.

'See "New Directions in Employee Relocation," Runzhenner Reports on
Relocation. May. 1989, sk hich summarins polk !. trends based on a surs
of relocation professionals. For a tenon on the emergence of spouse emplo-
ment piograms as a component of relocation assistance'packages, see t he
Employee Relocation Council's "1- xecutise Digest" of Its 1987 Relocation
1 rends Survey.

'See Susan Shank, "Women and the labor market: the link grows stronger."
.'slonl/il, labor Review. March. 1988, pp. :/-8. Previous differences bet ss een
labor market participation rates ot married and unmarried ssomen hase largels
disappeared in the last decade.
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demographics, where significant social change is measured
in decimal points, tnis is a change of remarkable magnitude.
When only working families are considered, the preponder-
ance of dual-income families becomes even more evident. In
1987, of all married couples with at least one spouse employed,
two-earner families were 70 percent of the whole, and are
projected to be as much as 80 percent of working couples by
the year 2000.4

Not only are more married women working, they are earn-
ing and contributing more to the family's income (see Charts
1 and 2). Since relocated employees are typically of a managerial
rank, it is often assumed that a second income is less impor-
tant for transferees than for the population as a whole. In fact,
the opposite may be true. The highest work force participation
rate of married women is among families with incomes of
$50,000 to $75,000the level of the typical two-income trans-
feree family. In this income bracket, more than two-thirds of
wives are earning salaries that have leveraged their families into
affluence.

For many families, the wife's income can ,nean the differ-
ence between a comfortable life-style and just getting by. A relo-
cation that gives a promotion and raise to the husband, but
interrupts or reduces income for the wife, may prove a net finan-
cial loss for the family.

Two-Career Couples

Two-career couples present a special challenge for relocation.
It is not possible to say exactly how many two-earner families
are also two-career couples. To the extent that education and
level of earnings define a "career" versus a "job," however, the
number of two-career couples is growing. More than half of
college undergraduates are women. They also earn half of all
Master's degrees and continue to enter professions and manage-
ment in increasing numbers.

The implications for corporate relocation are strong. A career
spouse who relocates needs more than salary replacement
career continuity and growth are also important. The more

' 1LS. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. 1989. Earnms
of-Married-Couple Familie.s: 1987, Current Population Reports. Series P-60,
No. 165. Projected work force participation rates for %%omen are used as a
proxs foi projecting the prevalence of tsso-earner couples since the tsso rates
base paralleled each other in the past.

' Tor a discussion and analssis of census figures, see Tabian 1 inden, "Woi k-
ing Women," The Changing U.S. Market. The Consumer Research Center.
The Conference Board, Inc., 1988. See also 'Taming% of Married-Couple
Tamilies," tannly Economics Review, Vol. 2, No. 4, p. 27. The ear nings or
working wisesecpecialls if they has e a college dew ce --are act ualls gross-
ing faster t han that of their husbands.
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specialized or highly paid the spouse, the more difficult the job
search.

Employers who help a relocated partner find suitable em-
ployment are not just accommodating the employee, they are
protecting the financial viability of the transfer.

Relocation Reluctance

Concern about the employment opportunities for spouses
is one of several factors contributing to increased employee
reluctance to relocate. In separate surveys. the Employee Relo-
cation Council (E-R-C), Atlas Van Lincs, and Prudential Relo-
cation Management (formerly Merrill Lynch Relocation
Management), found that employees' reservations about
relocating have increased in the last few years (see Chart 3).

Accordine to relocation managers, concern for the spouse's
employment and the children's welfare are frequently given as
causes of hesitance to relocate (though family issues are cited
less often than concerns about living standards and housing
costs). Companies experiencing employee reluctance describe
the problem as "minor," but say it's one of the most challeng-
ine issues the relocation industry faces in the next decade.6

According to the Prudential Relocation Management study,
the family components of reluctance may be underestimated,
since research has relied on the perceptions of relocation and
personnel administrators. Employees often hesitate to raise fa-
mily concerns for fear of seeming uncommitted to their job.
Moreover, these administrators generally work only with em-
ployees who have accepted transfers. Transfers may be turned
down at the line management level without the knowledge of
the relocation office.

Getting a first-choice candidate to accept a transfer is likely
to become more difficult and more important. During the 1990s,
the labor force is expected to increase at a much slower rate

° Employee Relocat ion Council. "Executive Digest" of the 1988 Reloca-
tion Trends Surxey; Atlas Van 1.ines, "iWenty-Second Annual Survey of Cor-
porate Relocation Policies," 1989; and Prudential Relocat ion Nlanagement.
-A NI tiLl of employee reluctance to ielocate," 1988.

6

than in the early l980s.7 Such a slowdown, combined with a
critical skills shortage, will create intense competition for
management and technical skills. Employers may increasingly
rely on transfers in order to deal with regional shortages and
derive optimum use of available talent.

Work, Family, and Productivity

Employers are becoming more aware of the interaction of
family needs and corporate objectives.8 It is generally ac-

See William B. Johnston and Arnold H. Packer, Ifbrkforce 2000. R brik
and Workers for the 21st Century, Hudson Institute, Inc., 1987.

' For a discussion of the changing work force and its implications for family-
support ive policies, see Audrey Freedman, Human Resources Oh tlook 1990,
Research Bulletin No. 241, The Conference Board, Inc., 1989. and Kathryn
Troy, Rethinking Employment Security, Research Bulletin No. 244, The Con-
ference Board, Inc., 1990. For examples of corporate programs and the ra-
tionale behind them see also Helen Axel, Corporations and Families. Changing
Practices and Perspectives, Report No. 868, The Conference Board, Inc.,I985,
and Dana Friedman, Family-Supportive Policies: The Corporate Decision-
Mak ing Process, Report No. 897, The Conference Board, Inc., 1987.
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knowledged that, in addition to financial and professional con-
cerns, family issues contribute significantly to the stress which
is an inescapable part of any relocation. A transfer offer may
stimulate worries about spouse employment, uprooting chil-
dren, and the care of elderly parents, as well as getting reestab-
lished in the new location. A family's adjustment is even more
complicated if the wife, who traditionally managed logistics
and homemaking, needs to divide her energies between settling
in and job hunting.

One purpose of corporate relocation assistance programs is
to moderate the stress and pressures of relocation, thereby keep-
ing an employee productive and motivated. Traditionally, relo-
cation assistance focused on the logistical and financial aspects
of relocation, emphasizing reimbursement and physical relo-
cation assistance. Today, the emotional, psychological, and fa-
rnil y aspects of relocation are also receiving sianificant
attention.

Weighkig Costs, Benefits, and Options

Recognizing the value of family supports in relocation poli-
cy can, however, create a conflict for the employer who also
wants to contain rising relocation costs. To explore the costs
of addressing family issues versus the cost of not addressing
them, the Employee Relocation Council commissioned a study
by futurist Marvin Cetron. The study examines the implica-
tions of the changing family for relocation policy and concludes:

"The power of working women is just beginning to be felt.
As women take on positions of authority, they will be less like-
ly to move for the sake of their husband's careers. And as %%om-
en enter fields traditionally dominated by men, companies will
be under increasing pressure to change their policies toward
spouses."9

Many companies sense that they should be addressing the
issue of spouse employment, but few, including those that al-
ready have programs, are confident about what they should be
doing. Corporate practices are in flux, with new programs and
consulting services emerging monthly. The rationale for spouse
employment assistance has gained momentum in the last several
years, but many questions remain about how to design and im-
plement an effective program. This report describes the ex-
periences of companies that have implemented spouse
assistance, discusses program options, identifies policy design
issues, and hiehlights salient questions and trends in the evolu-
tion of relocation assistance.

Mars in J. Cetron, Rebecca I ucken, Charles I-. McFadden and Barbara
J. Weir, Impact of the Changing Family on Employee Relocation: Implica-
tions of Spouse Employment. Employee Relocation Council, l987.
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Female Transfereesand Male
"Trailing Spouses"

As employers recruit and promote more women into profes-
sional and senior positions, the increase in male accompany-
ing partners is likely to spur demand for spouse employment
assistance programs.

The percentage of female transferees increased steadily dur-
ing the 1980s, from a negligible number early in the decade,
to 8 to 10 percent in 1986 and an estimated 13 percent of relo-
cated employees in 1988.1 D 3spite this rapid increase, wom-
en remain underrepresented in the transferee population
relative to their presence in M.B.A., professional, and
managerial ranks.

The growth in the number of women transferred is certain
to continue. Employers are still hesitant about their willingness
and ability to balance family responsibilities with a transfer,
but that hesitancy is counterbalanced by several factors: (1)
women recognize the link between career development and
relocation, especially in fields like sales and marketing; (2) em-
ployers recognize that to amortize their investment in the
recruitment and training of women, hey need to utilize their
skills wherever it is needed, just as they do those of men; and
(3) the increased earnings of women make it economically
feasible for more couples to consider a relocation for the wom-
an's career.

As the number of married women transferees grows over
the next decade, so too will the number of accompanying male
partners. Young men are more likely than previous genera-
tions to accept a "trailing spouse" role. A 1986 study of mar-
ried professional couples conducted by Allied Van Lines, found
that 70 percent of the male respondents would move if their
wives were offered a transfer. (Men over 35 were less likely
to say they would move than younger men.)

Most male spouses want to be employed in the new loca-
tion, and they may face special problems that require as-
cistance. Reemployment for men is complicated by the
suspicion some employers have about a man who would
subordinate his career to his wife's. Data suggest that when
the relocated spouse is a man, he is more likely to need and
use spouse employment assistance than a woman. Mobil Cor-
poration, AEtna Life and Casualty, and some employer con-
sortia that have tra1/4-1:3d usage rates of their spouse assistance
programs find that 20 percent or more of their programs' users
are men, a high proportion relative to the number of male
spouses. In addition, relocation counselors report that while
transferred wives may not always use the assistance offered,
most husbands will.

1 Employee Relocation Council, 1988 Relocation Trends Survey.
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Developing a Policy

Interviews with relocation managers and reiocation service
providers indicate that many companies are in a decision-
making or policy development phase. Some companies without
policies have considered formalizing assistance for spouses and
are monitoring industry opinion and internal developments to
determine when there may be a need for policy change. Others
are planning to launch a formal program within the next year.
A large Midwestern firm, for example, plans to replace an in-
formal practice of offering occasional job leads with a nation-
al program that is "broad-based and encompassing" within the
first six months of 1990. Consultants and service providers see
a marked increase in the demand for spouse services. One
spouse assistance program had 26 active corporate clients in
January, 1989, and doubled that number between May and Oc-
tober of that year.

In the course of establishing or enhancing spouse assistance,
an employer inevitably confronts the basic question of moti-
vation for the programthe need for the program and the pur-
pose it will serve, for thc employer, the transferee, and the spouse.
Related questions concern the positioning of assistance, the con-
ditions of availability, the role of outside service providers, and
finally, how the success of the program will be measured. An-
swers to these questions may be explicit and conscious, or tacit
and made by default. Either way, the answers arc the decision
points that shape the way a program is designed and im-
plemented.

Vhat Do Spouses Need?

There is disagreement, confusion, and even skepticism about
just what a transferred spouse really needs and will use. Ac-
cording to some, career and professional people know how to
market themselves, but hourly workers and nonprofessionals,
who are considered generally unfamiliar with the job search
process, need help. Managers who hold this opinion favor pro-
grams that offer generic information that help with resumes
and self-marketing. They also emphasize the value of job mar-
ket indices and employment databases.

Others contend that careerists, more than anyone else, need
the most assistance because they have a greater personal and
financial stake in employment. Their career transition is more
difficult because management and professional jobs .are in
specialized market niches, are more region- and industry-
speci fic, and are available through channels from which a new-
comer is excluded. Employers who reach this conclusion em-
phaize the importance of personalind support, job market
research, networking opportunities, and sponsorship in the local
job market.

A growing number of companies, and most career coun-
selors, take a position that needs vary by ind;vidual. The ease

or difficulty of a job search is determined, they say, not by sa-
lary level but by the fit between the individual and the local
job market. These companies favor a program that can be
individualizedwith different kinds of services availableand
that have a capability for intensive assistance in some cases.

Confusion about what spouses need has led some compa-
nies to do an internal needs assessment. Marriott Corporation
(see box), Mobil Corporation, Square D Company, and
Ameritech surveyed their employees directly. The U.S. Air Force
conducted focus groups and interviews. AT&T, Ford Motor
Company, and Allstate Insurance Company collected feedback
from ongoing management and employee groups. These as-
sessments did not lead to the same conclusions, suggesting that
variations occur within different work forces and relocation
situations. But all the assessments did confirm the reality of
two-earner issues. Within the scope of this research, every com-
pany that undertook an internal assessment decided to imple-
ment some kind of formal policy or pilot program.

Is There A Demand?

Part of the confusion about spouse needs stems from low
program utilization rates. It is not uncommon to hear disap-

Needs Assessment at Marriott Corporation

In the spring of 1989, Marriott Corporation surveyed its
transferee families to determine their needs. Since top
management had recently set objectives for addressing
work and family issues throughout the corporation, the time
was right to investigate specific initiatives. The company's
goal was to find out whether spouse assistance was need-
ed and, if so, what it would cost. The intent was also to
learn what negative impact would result from no actioh.

Marriott's assessment, managed by the relocation
department, consisted of extensive telephone interviews
and a written survey. All transferees in the process of mov-
ing (Marriott relocates 3,000 employees annually), were
asked to discuss their anticipated needs. To a random sam-
ple of employees who had relocated within the past year,
a written survey was administered which listed various
kinds of assistance programs and asked: "Of the follow-
ing. which would you have preferred? If this were availa-
ble, would you use it? If so, how often?" These questions
prompted many to write in the margina what the reloca-
tion director called "passionate responses."

Marriott found that spouses want resources. They want
to know where to go for job information and how to get
it. "We concluded that the need is not as intense as a lot
of consultants would like you to think it is, but the need
is there...and it's not always vocalized," the director says.

The Conference Board Research Bullet in 7



point ment voiced by executives who advocated programs and
expected a good response. A lanager of a durable goods
manufacturing company where 10 percent of spouses use the
assistance program exemplifies this attitude: "It's a small num-
ber considering all the feedback we got from employees asking
for the program," he says.

On the other hand, some companies report a strong response
to the programs. Raychem Corporation and I3P America rev-
eal that approximately 25 percent of relocating couples use the
service. At BP, a need for the service is determined in the em-
ployee's initial relocation interview at the originating city; no
spouse who was offered the service has turned it down.

Communication

The diversity of usage reflects as much about how employ-
ment assistance is communicated and perceived as it does about
the need for the program. Managers, consultants, and indus-
try observers identify three subjective factors that influence de-
mand for spouse employment assistance:

(1) Transferees may be hesitant to ask for assistance, just as
employees are reluctant to call attention to other family issues
like child care. Fears about mixing family and work and ap-
pearing uncommitted combine to inhibit employees from men-
tioning family problems, even when those problems have a direct
impact on work performance.

(2) The staff responsible for program communication and
referrals may have conscious or unconscious reservations about
offering the program. If the relocation counselor does not un-
derstand or believe in its merits or if a cost saving can be achieved
by restricting usage, the program may not be offered with an
open hand.

(3) Transferees and other employees may not recognize the
value of the benefit, although it is in the employer's interest
to offer it. The experience of employee benefits experts is that
even very attractive new benefits must be communicated ex-
tensively before they are understood or utilized. Unless an em-
ployee has relocated frequently or is knowledgeable about the
job transition process, use of the service will depend on the em-
ployer's marketing efforts.

Communication influences how well the program is used.
One human resources executive explains that he is reluctant to
expand the current policy because the demand is low and serv-
ices are not being used. In the same breath he observes that
the services are not openly talked about. "They could definite-
ly be communicated better," he says.

At Kodak, where 10 to 15 percent of relocated spouses use
the program, a great deal of effort goes into communication.
The program is described in a book sent to all transferees, pro-
filed on an internal database available to all managers, has been
featured in the house newsletter, and enjoys word-of-mouth
recommendations from employees and managers who have
used the program over the last three years. Even so, company
officials report, communication remains a problemlargely
because hundreds of people are involved in hiring, staffing, and
relocation and, therefore, in communicating the program to

8 Thc Conference Board Research Bulletin

employees. Kodak believes the program will not achieve optimal
use until each of those people understands the rationale and
value of assisting spouses with employment issues.

Usage Rates

Usage rates tend to grow as the program becomes known.
Johnson & Johnson's relocation manager points out that all
human resource programs require a process of building under-
standing and use. Like J&J's other work-family programs in
elder care and child care, he says, relocation assistance to spouses
and families is in the early stages of communication and ac-
ceptance. It must be "continually publicized and brought to
people's attention ... communication is tough in a big corpora-
tion with spread-out locations. You have to get the word out
to the hinterlands," he says. Recognizing the importance of con-
sistent communication, J&J is contracting with an outside firm
to explain the assistance options to employees and to help them
make an appropriate selection from the options available.

When In II fa Employe's?

Managers give many reasons for becoming involved in spouse
assistance. Some companies, especially those with doubts about
the merits of the program, suggest that they were pressured to
provide assistance. They cite feedback from employee involve-
ment teams, fear about the impact of national demographic
trends, and hard-sell tactics by consultants as elements of that
pressure. One relocation manager candidly states that "hoop-
la in the media" concerning two-career couples has been more
important to date than any internal evaluation. Except in high-
cost housing areas where two incomes often preclude mortgage
qualification, the goal of helping the spouse get a job is not
frequently mentioned. Perhaps the objective of spouse employ-
ment is taken for grantedor perhaps it is not seen as an end
in itself but a means to achieving other employer objectives.

In companies that made a conscious decision to offer as-
sistance, the motivation is stated in positive terms: (1) to pro-
mote a more successful relocation by reducing family stress,
(2) to offer a competitive relocation package, and (3) to reduce
employee reluctance to relocate. While motivations are not de-
terminative of progr? a nature, the reason for a company's in-
volvement seems to affect the kind of program it implements.

Reducing Stress

The rationale for assisting spouses, say many companies, is
the same as for offering any kind of relocation assistance: to
ease the stress of relocating and thereby reduce the productivi-
ty loss that a difficult move entails, and to emphasize emotional
support and a caring attitude. The director of an innovative
spouse program sums up:

"It reinforces to spouses that the company really does have a
concernthat we do care. In the past you got a sort of ho hum
response when you said those words to them. If we actually take
steps to assist a trailing spouse, the points you make from that
are just tremendous."



Staying Competitive

Spouse assistance is becoming a necessary ingredient of a
competitive relocation policy. Benchmarking and competitive
analysis have led some companies to adopt programs. Says an
executive in one of America's Fortune 500 corporations: "We
need to add this to be competitive. We wouldn't add benefits
if others in the industry didn't have them."

Other companies adopt spouse and family policies, not just
to stay even, but to take a leadership position. "We're looking
at what it takes to be a premier employer," reports one compa-
ny justifying its policy enhancements. Marriott's relocation
director describes the situation for employers as one of "rais-
ing the table stakes." She elaborates:

"Any time that you have an issue like work and family close
to the surface, your table stakes change. No longer are basic
benefits enough. Everybody has those. When your table stakes
start to change, companies have n bottom-line reason for look-
ing at it, because they're competing against a limited labor pool.
That's when you start to quantify the cost of not doing some-
thing versus the cost of doing it."

Reducing Resistance

The goal of overcoming relocation reluctance figures promi-
nently in the comments of managers as well as in the market-
ing literature of consultants. One manager explains that his
company decided to implement spouse assistance "because of
the change in worker demographics and because we wanted to
encourage employees to consider transfers." Even in compa-
nies where assistance is not a policy, it may be offered on occa-
sion to counter an employee's resistance to a high priority
transfer or to entice a particularly desirable recruit.

Yet, there is doubt whether spouse assistance does in fact enter
into an employee's decision about accepting a transfer. The avail-
ability and nature of spouse assistance is usually communicat-
ed during the relocation counseling processafter an employee
has already said yes to the relocation. Exceptions to this proce-
dure are group moves, in which the decision-making time line
is extended, and competitive recruiting, where spouse assistance
may be used to sweeten an offer. If an assistance program is
well-known throughout the company, a couple may indeed be
influenced, but most programs are still too young to have at-
tained widespread visibility.

Moreover, in some companies the culture surrounding relo-
cation is such that the employee does not really have a decision
to make. "In my opinion," says one manager, "spouse employ-
ment assistance has very little impact on whether someone ac-
cepts or rejects [an offer]. They're not really asked, they're
toldthey're expected to go." Under these conditions, spouse
assistance can only make a necessary choice more palatable.
It may also affect the success of the transfer and the employee's
willingness to consider subsequent transfers.

Whose Issue Is Thls?

Should spouse re-employment be considered a relocat ion
issueor should it be part of a human resources strategy for

a changing work force? Is spouse assistance a matter for the
relocation director, the human resource planner, the college
recruiter, the benefits manager, or the work and family coor-
dinator? Some companies answer, "all of the above." Com-
panies find that the relationship of spouse assistance to the
bottom line becomes more evident when the issue is positioned
as part of a human resources strategy for attracting and re-
taining a diverse work force. Proponents of spouse assistance
find they can leverage support by linking their program
proposals to other human resource strategic issues such as
staffing, recruiting, and work-family policies.

Recruiters are sometimes the first to document two-earner
issues because executive recruits are in a better position than
transferees to negotiate the issue of spouse employment. And
the cost of assisting a spouse, say recruiters, is small compared
to the cost of losing a first-choice recruit after thousands of
dollars have been invested in the recruiting process. Programs
at Mead Corporation (an employer consortium) and BP
America (individualized counseling) are two examples of well-
established spouse programs that grew from the efforts of ex-
ecutive recruiters.

Kodak, Mead and NCR

Kodak's program was sponsored jointly by the personnel
and relocation departments. Since the majority of relocated
families at Kodak are still traditional families with a nonem-
ployed spouse, the relocation department was not able to justi-
fy a program built solely around relocation needs. But when
the personnel department reported that recruiters were ex-
periencing job offer rejections from memhers of two-earner
families, the two departments joined forces and got approval
of a program on the basis of its benefit for both new hires and
transferees.

As competition for scarce labor increases, spouse employ-
ment assistance is also a competitive advantage in college and
M.B.A. recruiting, emphasizes the director of recruiting and
staffing at Mead. "An explanation of our spouse employment
assistance is one part of our presentation at M.B.A. recruit-
ing sessions at the top schools," he says. "It gets great play.
Students want to know how it works and how it can help their
spouse or fiance." NCR Corporation, which prides itself on
recruiting top students, also believes spousc assistance will help
attract the best candidates.

Dow Chemical and Mobil

At Dow Chemical and Mobil Corporation assistance is ad-
ministered through the relocation function but is positioned
as part of a long-term strategy for management development.
Mobil's commitment arose from an internal assessment of
career development practices (see Mobil case study on page
25). Dow tracks two-career issues as an integral part of its hu-
man resource planning, administered through the Personnel
Resources Department. From internal surveys the company
knows that 65 percent of its worker population is part of a
two-earner family. An on-line human resources system flags
dual-career couples, and tracks the mobility status of em-
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ployees. The purpose is not to screen out two-earner families
from transfers, but to alert management to situations that must
be considered for successful transfers. The company feels this
kind of information is important for succession planning and
management development.

Not coincidentally, companies that define spouse assistance
as part of a larger work force strategy tend also to have a for-
mal policy commitment to employment assistance. They are,
however, the exception. In most companies the decision for
or against these programs is still a relocation policy decision,
separate from conscious alignment with other human resource
policies.

Spouse Assistance and Work-Family Programs

Two kinds of family-supportive benefits usually originate in
the relocation departmentspouse assistance and school
matching, a service that helps families identify school systems
that fit their educational priorities. Other work-family
programssuch as child care referrals, elder care information,
flexible work policies, and family leave policiesusually are
developed by another arm of the human resources function.
Whether and how spouse assistance is linked to these other
family-supportive programs is an important consideration for
policy development and implementation.

In announcing new child care benefits and spouse employ-
ment assistance at Amoco, Chairman Richard M. Morrow,
linked both programs to the needs of a changing work force.
His letter to all Amoco employees, dated October 3,1988, began:

"Both the American family and the U.S. workforce have
changed dramatically in recent years. Today, there are more
working women, more dual-career couples, and more employees

ith child care concerns than at any time in the past. Amoco
recognizs that as a result of these changes, both men and women
employees are increasingly faced with conflicting demands in
their work and family lives."

Marriott, Allstate, Johnson & Johnson, IBM, and US Sprint
are other companies whose spouse employment policies have
gained momentum from a companywide focus on work and
family issues. At Allstate, family relocation needs were identi-
fied when the benefits department directed attention to mak-
ing all programs more family-supportive. At Marriott, the
relocation department had been comidering a study of the
needs of relocating families, and top management's support
for work and family policy development provided the support
for doing so. Johnson &Johnson's policy gained impetus when
the relocation department's assessment confirmed a need iden-
tified by a companywide task force on work-family issues.

Family policies and relocation assistance can be mutually
reinforcing if they are coordinated. For example, experience
shows a strong connection between effectiveness of spouse em-
ployment assistance and thc availability of child care. Spouses
report that they cannot devote energy to a job scarch nntil they
find adequate child care in the new location. Faced with this
reality, one company's spouse employment consulting firm set
about to arrange child care for its client spousesonly to dis-
cover that the company already offered a service for helping
employees find child care. That service, though available to
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transferees, was not being used because it had not been com-
municated as a relocation service.

AEtna and Allstate make transferees aware of existing cor-
porate programs, whether or not they are part of relocation poli-
cy, thereby increasing support for relocating families without
increasing costs. Says a manager in Allstate's benefits depart-
ment, "We have had child care resource and referral for two
years, but we hadn't communicated it or integrated it into the
relocation program. Now we just remind relocating parents that
they may have a need to learn about day care in the new area."
AEtna transferees are informed of the company's child care and
elder care referral program. The availability of these services,
AEtna believes, makes a significant difference, since the com-
pany estimates that 10 percent of its relocation refusals are relat-
ed to these concerns.

Despite growing awareness of family relocation needs, it is
still common to treat such assistance and corporate work-family
benefits as distinct and separate. In the words of one manager:
"Relocation is viewed as a strict business policy, very distinct
from work-family benefits." This attitude may prevail even in
a company that has extensive benefits in the areas of child care,
elder care, and flexible work hours. A relocation administra-
tor in one such company explains, "Elder care and child care
that really doesn't have anything to do with us here [in the relo-
cation depart ment]."

Cfeate Of NV
Since third party firms are the service providers for much

of the logistical and home finding aspects of relocation as-
sistance, many companies also elect to purchase spouse serv-
ices outside. And often when companies are formulating a
policy or see a growina demand, they tend to turn to an outside
contractor. Those companies that perceive a low demand for
employment assistance or work with spouses only occasional-
ly, however, continue to prefer informal assistance offered
through internal staff.

The advantages of using an outside consultant include a high
quality service, advice of career development and job market
experts, conservation of internal resources, and confidentiali-
ty for spouses. An experienced relocation director observes: "I
wouldn't even contemplate doing it internally any more...Out-
side of thc time issue, spouses feel much more at ease if they
don't have to talk to their spouse's employer." Cost is also a
consideration. One relocation manager, whose company is pay-
ing $1,500 for each spouse counseled, explains, "We could not
provide this level of service within the relocation department
without sustaining dramatic cost increases."

There are, however, some disadvantages in the growing de-
pendence on counseling consultants. Onc is that companies may
see the options available only in terms of the packages consul-
tants are offering. Some acknowledge that their priorities are
strongly influenced by consultants. There is a danger that the
process of selecting a consultant's package substitutes for de-
veloping a policy. To avoid ending up with an off-t he-shelf pro-
gram, Mobil worked with its consult;int to tailor the program
to its needs, and IBM and US Sprint negotiated modifications
of a basic program in order to mcct their company objectives.
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Another danger in purchasing services is that the company
may relinquish quality control by relying on thc consultant and
not developing an internal understanding of the issues. When
some companies describe thcir programs, this dependence on
outside firms is very evident. One relocation manager describes
her arms-length attitude: "I want as little involvement as pos-
sible. I have lots of things to do, and this makes it as little work
for me as possible."

Other companies advise that, even with the best of consul-
tants, they cannot abdicate responsibility and involvement if
the program is to be successful. They insist there be a control
point, "a contact person or a small group of people who are
totally responsible" for the quality and results. This is neces-
sary not only to monitor job placement results but also to com-
municate and market the program internally, to refine and
improve the service, and to help link the program to other stra-
tegic issues.

Who Gets Assistance

Originally, spouse re-employment assistance was, quite liter-
ally, just that. In order to qualify for assistance, a person had
to be married to the transferred employee and employed full-
t ime before the transfer. Today, many companies see bottom-
line reasons for expanding the availability of assistance. While
many policies still specify that the assisted person be a previ-
ously employed spouse, others are making assistance available
to a transferee's fiance or "significant other" of either sex. A
growing number of companies are writing their official policy
in terms of "partner assistance" rather than "spouse assistance."

The rationale for this change is pragmatic. If the purpose
of spouse assistance is to facilitate a successful relocation, then
anyone whose employment affects the transferor whose un-
employment hinders itdeserves assistanc,.. This leads some
programs to go even beyond "partners" in offering assistance.
At US Sprint, the policy extends to any household member, in-
cluding a parcnt or child, who has been employed full-time in
the previous 12 months. Raychem's policy is to assist anyone
who is a "partner" of the employee, but, says the firm's reloca-
tion manager, "We would consider job assistance for a child
or other person if there was a need and it made good business
sense to do so."

Kodak and Amoco are among a small number of compa-
nies who offer individualized career counseling to all spouses,
whether or not they have a work history. Amoco requires only
that the spouse want to work in the new location. Kodak goes
even further, allowing spouses to use the counseling to identify
local volunteer opportunities or evaluate continued education.

The time during which a spouse may request assistance also
seems to be expanding, on the premise that the family may need
to get settled before the spouse can pursue employment. A num-
ber of companies, including Kodak, BP America, and Ford keep
the option open for one year following the move. Even when
time eligibility is restrictive, it may be interpreted flexibly to meet
t he needs of the family. As one consultant observes, "Time lines
are necessarily vague as to when the clock starts running. Is
it when the move is accepted or when the boxes are unpacked
and the kids are in school?"
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Assistance for partners of college recruits, if available at all,
is usually on a more limited basis. But this, too, is changing
as companies see a possibility for improving their competitive
position on campuses. As of January1990, Amoco began offer-
ing spouses of college recruits the same counseling package that
longtime employees' spouses receive.

Does the Prom Wont?

On the whole, more time is being spent on selecting programs
than in evaluating them. In part this is because few work place
programs are ever evaluated. Moreover, program administra-
tors u C uncertain about what to evaluate.

The success of a spouse in finding a job is one measure of
success. Companies that use external consultants have the ad-
vantage of knowing, usually on a quarterly basis, the status of
every job seeker and the duration of every job search. Employ-
er consortia also track these figures. But many employers have
neither baseline data nor post-assistance data to evaluate the
impact of assistance.

Internal program evaluations arc usually based on utiliza-
tion rates and employee feedback. If a program is well under-
stood, usage may indeed be a measure of effectiveness. But,
as noted before, utilization rates alone suggest as much about
needs and how the program is communicated as they do about
program effectiveness.

Employee feedback is sometimes informal and unsolicited.
It may also be more formally solicited by surveying transferees
about all aspects of the relocation from moving van service to
home-finding assistance. But since self reports and general feed-
back are always influenced by subjective factors, successful job
seekers are more likely to be positive in their feedback, whether
or not the assistance was responsible for their success.

While teedback can indicate whether the employee is gener-
ally satisfied with the program the company provided, it may
not give information for a cost-benefit analysis of the program's
effect on reducing relocation reluctance or enhancing produc-
tivity. Generally absent is information on the length Or the job
search and what impact the move had on the spouse s career,
earnings, and job satisfaction.

Some companies, however, are monitoring program results
in terms of specific objectives. NCR Corporation is evaluating
spouse employment as a factor in recruiting and relocation de-
cisions. US Sprint gathers data on the time required for post-
move adjustment. US Sprint's data is used to estimate the im-
pact of assistance on shortening adjustment time, and there-
fore improving post-transfer productivity. At Mobil, where
managerial retention and development was a primary motive
for introducing assistance, the company is evaluating whether
spouse assistance enables managers and professionals to move.

For many companies, the basic rationale for spouse assistance
appears to take the place of evaluation, so that assumptions
may go unquestioned. Many c.)mpanies report that their in-
teractions with transferees, the expressions of Lppreciation they
receive, and the examples of successful job searches provide the
necessary evidence for thc value of thc program. Experience
validates what they know intuitivelythat in thc short run,
spouse assistance makcs for more successful moves, and in the
long run, helps to keep their work force mobile.
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Program Optkiis

Within the human resources and relocation community, there
is widespread awareness of how dual earner issues may affect
the acceptance and success of a corporate relocation. Great var-
iation, however, exists in how employers act on that awareness.

Annual relocation practices surveys (see table on page 13)
support three observations about the current status of spouse
assistance programs:

Though many companies have spouse assistance practices
or "programs," few have written policies. Most employment
assistance for spouses is still offered on a case-by-case basis,
with as much as 75 percent of companies surveyed offering some
type of assistance on some occasions.

There is no consensus on what type of assistance is best.
Unlike the mid-1980s, when a large increase in the number of
companies offering assistance was reported, much of the change
in spouse assistance today is in the nature of services being
offered and suggests cautious experimentation.

There is evidence of a trend toward relying less on internal
corporate resources in favor of committing funds to using out-
side services to assist spouses. This may indicate increased long-
term commitment to spouse assistance.

As a result of the policy development of the last few years
and the increase in consulting services, many model programs
now exist for employers to consider. (For a summary of op-
tions, see box on page 14.) The shape that a corporate assistance
policy takes depends not only on the types of assistance offered,
but the way in which that assistance is delivered, personnel and
financial resources available, and corporate assessment of
spouse needs. Though diverse in their implementation, all cor-
porate programs offer one or more of three basic types of as-
sistance:

Information on job search skills and career transition
Access to local job market
Individual support and counseling

A fourth type of assistance, financial reimbursement, allows
the spouse to purchase one or more of the above.

Printed Job Search intonation

Brochures, policy statements, and informational handouts
arc an integral part of most corporate relocation packages. In
addition, a transferee may receive an information packet to pass
on to the relocating spouse. Providing printed job transition
information is a low-cost way of acknowledging the spouse's
job concerns and of alleviating the stress associated with a job
search. Since a major source of stress is anxiety about the
unknown, psychologists and counselors who study the reloca-
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tion process point out that factual information, clearly present-
ed, addresses that anxiety and helps families cope with the
muhiple tasks of relocation.

Job search information offered to spouses varies. Some com-
panies provide an inexpensive, brief brochure with a checklist
of "tips for a career move." Others commission or purchase
detailed information, often in workbook format and sometimes
accompanied by audio tapes, bibliography, and job-seekers'
resource directory. Some employers distribute these materials
to all relocating families, while others make it available on re-
quest or at the discretion of the relocation administrator.

The workbooks and manuals are usually step-by-step guides
to managing a job search. 1 hey begin with self-asessment ex-
ercises (what are your major accomplishments and goals?), and
take the user through planning a job campaign (how to research
a job market and identify major employers) and marketing one-
self (how to write an effective resume and interview successful-
ly). The content is generic career guidance information that is
packaged for transferees. The per-unit cost for the most com-
prehensive, self-administered career transition packages can
reach $500.

In the early and inid-1980s, when the term "spouse employ-
ment assistance" was entering relocation parlance, including
any type of spouse career information in the corporate reloca-
tion package was considered an innovative step. In its 1987 sur-
vey of relocation trends, E-R-C found that 15 percent of its
respondents were providing spouses with printed materials (2
percent as a formal policy and 13 percent on a case-by-case ba-
sis). Administrators and consultants today suggest that the
prevalence of this kind of assistance is increasing, but usually
not as a stand-alone package. Companies that are investing in
spouse job information materials often provide it as one of
several options. Some examples:

As part of the company's comprehensive programs to as-
sist families, Johnson & Johnson distributes a package of in-
dept h information on job search techniques to relocating fa-
milies. The material is available on request and is supplement-
ed by personal counseling as needed. This approach replaces
the informal and occasional assistance the company offered
prior to 1989. It was selected because it could provide detailed,
generally applicable information at a relatively low cost.

U S West gives working partners a choice of either a self-
guided workbook with audio tapes or up to $2,500 to apply
to job search costs such as employment agency fees, interview
trips, and job counseling. This program replaces in-house job
counseling that the company offered prior to 1989. Thc print-
ed information is intended to satisfy the needs of most spouses,
but tl.e reimbursement option is also available for especially
difficult job transitions.
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Prevalence d Spouse Emp Unmet Assistance Programs
A Summary of National Surveys*

Employee Relocation
Council

Annual Relocation
Trends Survey

Formal
Policy

Case-by
Case

Prudential Relocation
Management

Annual Study of Corporate
Mobility Policies Among
Major U.S. Corporations

1987 1985

N -489 N = 606

Using Internal Resources

In-house assistance
with resumes and job
counseling (informal
counseling sessions) 3 37 44

Help find employment
with other companies
at the location 2 48 59

Reimburse job search
expense/pay for job-
finding trip 11

Place spouse within
company 1 44 40

Using External Resources

Pay fees of outside
search firm or
employment agency 12

Provide printed
materials on job
search 2 13

Pay for formal job
counseling 7 10 25

Percent of firms
reporting that th6(
provide some assistance 10 62

1986 1987

N = 606 N = 613

1988

N=614

Runzheimer International

Survey and Analysis of
Employee Relocation

Policies and Costs

1987 1989

N=618 N =586
0/0

49 50

57

43 48 43

57 43 54 55

18 15 17 12 11

41 43 33 41 36

13 13 15 12 6

27 30 35 16 18

27 32 30 case-by-case 30
5 formal policy 8

Totals may exceed 100 percent because of multiple answers. The findings are not strictly comparable because the surveys used different
wording to describe program options, and not all options were included in each survey.

Compaq Computer Corporation supplements the infor-
mation package with a "Career Corner" at the company's relo-
cation resource center. The company also participates in a
consortium of Houston employers who cooperate in circulat-
ing spouse resumes. The program was implemented in March
1989 as the first formal policy to support relocating families.
Unlike companies that provide information packages on an as
needed basis, Compaq, with 500 relocations annually, provides
the materials to all of its married transferees, even if it is not
requested. This increases the impact of the assistance, says the
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firm's director of relocation. "It prevents any misunderstand-
ings or doubts about who really needs it. Spouses who really
need a lot of help and support use it the most."

Printed information is an attractive option for companies
making the transition from informal assistance to a formal poli-
cy or wishing to offer substantive assistance while keeping costs
down. As onc relocation administrator explains, "We chose this
route because we think the concerns of the trailing spouse are
an issue, and we know we should do something about it. But
the nature of the problem is not documented sufficiently to
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Type of Assistance

Printed Information on Job Search
and Transition

Employment Data Base

Informal Networking

Internal Placement

Employer Consortium

Individual Support and Counseling

Options For Spouse Employment Assistance

Advantages

Portable, self-paced
Easy to administer and distribute
Communications company concern
Relatively low cost

Low cost beyond start-up
Easily accessible
Allows spouse to preview market

No direct cost to employer
Conveys concern for employer
and spouse

No direct cost to employer
Reduces employer's cost of
recruitment
Eliminates need for job search

Little or no direct cost
Increases visibility of spouses
and spouse issuesmembers
become informed advocates
Good placement results

Targeted to personal needs,
communicates concern for individual
Motivates and supports job search
High success rate, shortens job
search
[Using internal resources:
Reduces direct costs
Using external resources:
Preserves confidentially]

Reimbursement for Job Search Spouse can select assistance needed
Company pays only for services used

Disadvantages

Quality of materials varies
Relies on individual motivation and
discipline
Not targeted to individual needs,
no follow-up

High investment at start-up, needs
ongoing update
No personal support or follow-up
Spotlights standard job categories,
not special situations

Inequitablein level and availability
of service
Impractical for serving large number
of spouses

Can benefit only a small number
of spouses, limited by range of
internal job categories
May substitute for broader-based
assistance

Labor intensive relative to placements
No support for spouse beyond
original contact
Large volume from any one company
overloads system

Higher unit cost
Requires extensive communication
efforts
[Using internal resources:
Counseling expertise varies
Using external resources:
Externalizes knowledge of spouse
issues]

Impersonalfocuses on logistics,
not emotions, of job search
No quality controls on purchased
services

justify a big expenditure or a Cadillac program." Though the
role of information in reducing stress and conveying corporate
concern is well-documented, little data exist as yet about the
effectiveness of job search information in helping the relocat-
ed spouse find a job.

Access to Job Madmt

An axiom of job-seekers and career counselors is that 80 per-
cent of available jobs are unadvertised and arc available only
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through word-of-mouth referrals, networking, and personal
leads. Salary ranges for a particular city, local licensing require-
ments, lo,:ation and travel times to major employers, regional
demand for specific job categories, names of peers and profes-
sional organizations are examples of information that job-
seekers need and relocated spouses often do not know hoIN to
get.

The value of t his information is immediately apparent to both
employers and relocating families. Not all spouses value or will
use assessment and interview skills information, and some en I-
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ployers view job counseling as "soft" assistance. But everyone
recognizes the relevance of job leads and employer information.

Employment Databases

The use of databases to sort and target information is in-
creasing. While the idea of computerized job banks is not new,
advances in computer networking and access to on-line termi-
nals, as well as growing comfort with computer technology; sug-
gest that national and even international databases will become
a part of many spouse assistance programs.

In response to its needs assessment survey, Marriott plans
to start building a national database in 1990 that will enable
transferees to access job market information in the new loca-
tion. Marriott plans to gather information from sources in the
field using real estate brokers, chambers of commerce, and other
local contacts, first in major cities and later adding smaller ones.
Though the program envisioned is large, the cash outlay is ex-
pected to be less than other assistance options.

A database may pro\ ide a profile of a job market, or it may
store actual job leads. As of early this year, AT&T began offer-
ing transferred spouses access to a hotline of job leads through-
out the U.S. Though originally created to assist employees who
were changing careers due to a result Gf downsizing and reor-
ganization, its potential value for relocation was recognized by
a committee investigating spouse employment options. In-
dividuals accessing the database complete a personal job pro-
file, which is then matched with the three most appropriate
openings in thc database.

A database may be one of several types of assistance that
a company provides. Warner Lambert, for example, contract-
ed with an outside firm in early 1990 to provide relocated part-
ners with access to a database as well as counseling, networking,
and guidance components.

Relocation consultants and government organizations are
also using databases as part of their spouse assistance programs.
A program in the U.S. Air Force centers around a modern-
connected, international database that enables couples to
preview job opportunities at several locations and then factor
spouse employment opportunities into their choices. (See box
on pages 16-17.) The Family Liaison Office of the U.S. Foreign
Service, Department of State, went on-line in November, 1987,
with the Centralized Data Bank of Family Member Skills, a
service that allows the receiving location to preview the arriv-
ing spouse's skills, education, and prior work experience, and
to initiate job search activities.

Informal Networking

Over the past few years, employers have typically provided
job market information to relocated spouses by informally help-
ing to identify possible job leads. Called "networking," this
type of assistance is voluntary on the company's part and is
done as a favor or accommodation. Even with the growth of
formal assistance and consulting services, these informal refer-
rals remain the most prevalent type of assistance; of 471 respon-
dents to the 1987 E-R-C Relocation Trends survey, 48 percent
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reported that referrals are made on a case-by-case, informal
basis.

Some companies have made a conscious decisic..i not to
adopt a formal policy, but to handle spouse employment needs
by drawing upon the human resource manager's contacts. This
approach requires from one hour to one day of the manager's
time, depending on the job needs. Companies report, however,
that they tend to give more time to spouses of senior executives
or highly desirable recruits, and to spouses with unusual job
requirements.

While informal referrals have the advantage of entailing no
out-of-pocket costs or policy commitment, they have the dis-
advantage (from the recipient's perspective) of being limited
by the extent of the local contact's network and time available
significant limitations in light of the growing number of em-
ployed spouses and the diversity of their employment interests.
Equity is another potential issue with informal referrals. Not
everyone who needs assistance will get any or equal service.

Internal Placement

One market to which an employer can easily provide access
is its own. Many employers may be open to employing spouses,
provided that couples do not have direct reporting relationships
with each other. According to the E-R-C 1987 survey, internal
piacement is the second most prevalent form of informal as-
sistance.

Du Pont and Dow Chemical have formalized the internal
placement option and give a relocated spouse preferential con-
sideration for available positions. Dow's guidelines for inter-
nal placement, dating from 1987, state: "Normal consideration
will be given to non Dow-employed spouses for openings at
the new location. They will be given preferences over other new
hire applicants, provided they are qualified for the job open-
ing." Dow rcports that it has had excellent experience with this
hiring practice. Of the company's approximately 1,200 reloca-
tions annually, 400 to 500 are dual-income moves. Of these,
50 to 80 spouses are placed internally.

Even a large corporate headquarters, however, cannot offer
positions to meet all needs. For this reason, companies that have
a commitment to spouse assistance may use internal hiring as
the first option to explore, and supplement it with other types
of assistance. Raychem Corporation always considers a trans-
ferred spouse for internal placement, but when that is not feasi-
ble, t he company offers personalized counseling and networking
assistance. IBM adds a personal counseling service to its inter-
nal placement option, and has increased the amount available
to reimburse spouses for theit job hunting expenses. Dow finds
that many more spouses are serviced by the personal counsel-
ing and support services than by internal placement.

Consortia

The employer consortium is another approach for giving spe-
cial access to the local job market. The objective is to give high
visibility and direct access to the region's leading employers.
These networks usually consist of 25 to 50 employers located
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Readiness is to the U.S. Air Force what profits are to
corporationsthe reason for being. When the Air Force dis-
covered that spouse issues were jeopardizing mission readi-
ness, it set out to create employment assistance that could
serve its 123 major installations around the world and, in the
process, change some traditional attitwies.

In the late 1970s retention had become a serious problem.
Expensively-trained, highly skilled personnel were leaving the
service in increasing numbers. Studies showed that attrition
was related to family issues. The findings demonstrated that
employment is important to a spouse's satisfaction with mili-
tary life, and spouse support for the service member's career
is important in the decision to reenlist. Responding to these
findings, a centralized Air Force Family Matters Office with a
Family Support Center was established at every major instal-
lation to deliver family services, including spouse employment
assistance.

When the spouse program was evaluated in 1984, the con-
cept of a working spouse was found to be in direct conflict with
the organization culture. The institutionalized role of the mili-
tary wife was to support her husband's career through social
and volunteer involvement in the life of the base. The strength
of this tradition prevented spouse employment issues from be-
ing fully recognized and addressed. "Spouse employment is
not an issue here," many commanders reported.

In August, 1987, the Air Force Times published an article
recounting incidents of women who had been pressured to
give up employment for the sake of their husbands' careers.
Publicity surrounding this article prompted the Chief of Staff
and Secretary of the Air Force to "affirm career plans and aspi-

rations of spouses" and to appoint a blue ribbon panel to male
recommendations on how to resolve the tension between tradi-
tional military expectations and the growing trend toward
spouse employment. After talking with 2,600 officers and
spouses on 17 bases in every major command, the panel
recommended in March 1988 that the Air Force substantially
enhance its spouse employment assistance program.

The resulting Spouse Employment Resource Program
(SERP), was launched in May 1989, and combines a range
of direct and indirect services in three types of programming:
(1) supervised job search training, (2) active networking, and
(3) an automated job bank. Spouse Employment Coordina-
tors (SECs), whom each installation was directed to add to its
Family Support Center staff, were charged with developing,
delivering arid marketing these services.

The job search training aspect of the program covers a full
range of career planning topics in workshop settings. Explain-
ing why the Air Force chose this approach rather than giving
spouses one-on-one counseling or a job search manual, the
chief of family policy and long-range planning observes: "There
are only a few people who are successful in using self-
motivated, self-taught materials. Since you're dealing with a
population that moves every two to three wars, it makes sense
to teach the skills of the job transition process?'

In the manual of program guidelines, SECs are instructed
to give a substantial amount of their time to developing net-
working and referral systems (see diagram). This activity in-
cludes promoting the hiring of spouses in the civilian
community, establishing links to local business and profes-
sional organizations, developing information on volunteer and

within a specific geographic region that agree to give prompt
attention to spouse resumes. Each corporate member has a
representative who identifies spouse employment needs and cir-
culates resumes to other consortium members. Employer con-
sortia are active in a number of locations including Columbus
and Dayton, Ohio; Dallas and Houston, Tex.: Northern New
Jersey, Washington, D.C., and Research Triangle Park, N.C.
(see box on page 18).

Some consortia are informal, but most have designated
leadership, regular meetings and defined referral procedures.
In Dayton, Ohio, the 1-75 RATS (so-called because the mem-
bers provide Relocation Assistance To Spouses and are locat-
ed along a 65-mile stretch of highway 1-75) meet monthly to
maintain the network and to exchange resumes. Additionally,
members and guests (no headhunters are allowed) meet two
times a year to hear speakers and to discuss personnel and staff-
ing issues.

The Dallas Met roplcx Spouse Employment Assistance Pro-
gram (DM/SEAP), with 40 members in the Dallas arca, con-
ducts quarterly programs for its general membership. The
seven-member administrative board meets for two hours each
month to handle membership development, to monitor con-
sortium activity, and to address any emerging problems, such

as companies that are overloading the network or making in-

appropriate referrals.
Targeting spouse resumes is critical, says the management

employment manager for J.C. Penney, Inc. and DM/SEAP
board member: "We work to maintain the integrity of the sys-
tem. Out of 40 members, an individual resume may go to just
one or two companies. Our initial concern and continuing com-
mitment is to avoid creating a paper mill." To help members
make appropriate referrals, each member company develops
a program directory profiling the types of positions for wltich
the company recruits externally. The referring comr any com-
pares the spouse's background with thc program directory to
look for a match.

Building on the experience of other consortia, DM/SEAP
developed an efficient and streamlined referral procedure. Ac-
companying each resume is: a cover sheet, printed on canary
yellow paper so that it will stand out in the recipient's mail and
receive prompt attention, and a feedback sheet to be sent back
to the referring company indicating whether or not the resume
matches an existing position. Unless thc receiving company fol-
lows up with an interview, no further contact with the spouse
takes place.

From the spouse's point of view, critics contend, the consor-
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self-employment opportunities, creating an employment
resource center, and compiling information on the local job
market.

The key to making job referrals and to linking employment
information worldwide lies in the automated, stand-alone job
bank system developed for the SERR The bank contains two
files: one on clients' skills and preferences, and one on local
job vacancies sorted by occupation code. Cross-referencing
matches client skills and employer requirements. The job bank

system also stores information on the number of spouses who
get jobs, the length of their job search, the range of jobs for
which spouses are hired, the match of jobs to spouse skills,
and the local employers who hire Air Force spouses. This in-
formatbn is for quarterly reports and evaluations of the pro-
gram's success.

Through the database, Air Force couples can preview job
opportunities at several locations prior to a transfer. Spouse
information is entered at one location and sent by electronic
mail to the location being considered, where the SEC down-
loads the local job information, cross-references it to the
spouse's qualifications, and sends back the profile. The spouse
can start setting up interviews in the new location, and, when
two or more locations are under consideration, the couple can
make an informed decision about the next transfer.

In order for the sysiem to work, the SECs must work together
as a team and support each other with accurate information.
To insure that they understand the rationale and requirements
of the program, all SECs attended an initial week-long orien-
tation and training when the program was launched. Recog-
nizing that programming needs to reflect the local job market,
training participants were divided into two groupsthose lo-
cated in the Continental U.S. and those working overseas or
in remote U.S. locations. Each group learned how to develop
resources and market the program in its own labor market.

The enthusiasm created by the training has carried over into
program delivery. Counselors report that the combination of
the data base and local counseling provides a structured, yet
flexible, system that serves the needs of different personali-
ties and sites. Air Force officials contend that the family pro
grams will remain a high priority because they improve morale,
productivity, retention, and readiness.

tium approach is impersonal. An executive at Mead Corpora-
tion, who founded the Dayton consortium in 1979, however,
observes that as time passes, the members become more involved
in working with spouses on resumes and on interview skills prior
to referring them to the network. "Early on, they didn't think
it was necessary to spend the time," he reports, "but they even-
tually started to see that unless they spent the time, the deal
was likely to come unglued." Feeling a need to personalize the
network, the Dallas consortium has sponsored several "spouse
mixers" where job-seeking spouses and company representa-
tives have an opportunity to mingle and meet one another.

Working with spouses to find jobs requires time. Active con-
sortium members estimate that they spend five to ten hours
monthly meeting with spouses, attending meetings, and review-
ing resumes. While most do not find this burdensome, thcy
point out that they receive no release from their other job
responsibilities. They do feel gratified when placements result
and spouses are appreciative. But placement is not a certainty.
The Dayton consortium estimates that it meets the needs of
about 75 percent of referrals, though other networks report far
fewer placements. According to a J.C. Penney relocation ex-
ecutive, the consortium is a cost-effective avenue, but only one
of many approaches the spouse should use. "All kinds of as-
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sistance work together. People changing careers, for example,
need to use every avenue."

In addition to providing placements, the employer networks
are also a low-cost source of recruits. Of the spouses that Mead
has hired through the consortium over the years, 15 are now
identified as high potential employees. According to the com-
pany, this represents a tremendous saving when the low cost
of the consortium is compared to the fees charged by execu-
tive search firms.

Organizers of consortia offer three tips for success:

Monitor procedures to keep them efficient. Require that
members target spouses' resumes selectively.

Strive for a balanced membership that reflects the local
job market. In addition to corporate employers, include educa-
tional institutions, government agencies, the health industry,
and not-for-profit organizations.

Require member representatives to be committed, respon-
sive and involved. They should have experience in staffing and
recruiting, and should understand the job-search process.

The enthusiasm for spouse employment net works appears
to come not only from tangible placement results, but also
from the professional development opportunities a consorti-
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An Employer Consortium In North Carolina

In 1984, Duke University and the University of North Caro-
lina were having difficulty recruiting their first-choice faculty
members because some recruits' spouses were not able
to find employment in the Research Triangle area of North
Carolina. Concerned that spouse employment issues would
threaten their ability to attract top faculty, the two universi-
ties organized a consortium of area employers to address
spouse employment.

In 1985, the consortium began circulating resumes of relo-
cated spouses among the original 32 members. By 1989
the membership had grown to 39, consisting primarily of lo-
cal corporations but also including a public school system,
several universities, and some medical, governmental and
social service organizations.

Explanatory material for members states that the consor-
tium "does not guarantee employment for spouses, nor is
it appropriate to request preferential consideration of
spouses for positions. Rather, the program is designed to
assure that relocating spouses have access to information
pertaining to available positions and an opportunity to be
considered for positions for which they qualify."

Members initially expected that they would be circulat-
ing resumes for female secretaries who accompanied their
husbands in a transfer. They found instead that the majori-
ty of spouses they were dealing with were professional lev-
el people including teachers, scientists, accountants, vice
presidents, and production managers. Another surprise was
that each year between 23 and 30 percent of the referred
spouses were male.

Referral and placement statistics from 1985 through 1989
show that about one-third of the spouses referred to the con-
sortium have found employment and 15 to 20 percent have
found employment with consortium members. The time re-
quired to find employment ranges from one to twenty
months, with the average being a little over five months, de-
pending on whether a career change was involved.

The consortium has several auxiliary benefits for the par-
ticipating companies and their representatives. The spouse

program reduces recruitment cost for participating compa-
nies, and membership in the program has been found to
enhance the image of the employer in the community. For
companies going through layoffs and staff reductions, the
group has expanded its services to assist with outplacement,
adding outplacement candidates to the resume pool. For
the employer representative, the consortium provides a route
to professional development, a way to share job market data
and network with peers.

Over the years the group has refined standard referral
procedures, but expects each member to handle its own
feedback to spouses. The group encourages personal con-
tact with spouses and avoids soliciting evaluations by mail.

The consortium demands commitment from its members.
The "spouse coordinator" from each member organization
is expected to attend quarterly meetings and actively par-
ticipate in the consortium. If top management supports the
need for spouse assistance, then work in the consortium
is likely to be a part of the representative's job description.
But in some companies, representatives find that consorti-
um responsibility demands overtime.

According to the group's guidelines:

"Employers who participate in the Program agree to:
send and receive resumes of spouse of recruited and
newly relocated employees with the network of Program
participants
assure that prompt and thorough reviews of spouse
referrals received will be conducted by appropriate
managers in their organizations
acknowledge and report back to the referring participant
regarding each spouse referral received
appoint a person within each of their organizations to
serve as the contact person/program coordinator
furnish employment information on a regular basis to
other participants
be represented at all quarterly meetings of Program par-
ticipants."

um affords. One consortium member describes the meet inai
as "opportunities for interaction and camaraderie. In addi-
tion to knowina people beyond your own industry, we use the
networking to learn about innovative recruitment and reten-
tion strategies."

Individual Support and Counseling

Career counseling is an option that a growing number of
companies offer spouses. It normally begins prior to the move
and consists of one or more sessions in which a counselor helps
the spouse identify career goals, write a resume, and plan sel f-
marketing and interviewing strategies. In addition to develop-
ing job search skills, the purpose of the program is to provide
emotional support for the job-seeker during theyelocation and
job transition.
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No other form of spouse assistance arouses such strong
opinionspro and conas the personalized assistance ap-
proach, often referred to as "spouse counseline." Companies
that have rejected this approach claim it is unnecessary and
too expensive. "Only confused people need counseling," says
one relocation administrator. In support of personalized as-
sistance, another administrator contends, "There's nothing
that takes the place of personal contact. It helps offset the trau-
ma you're asking people to go through, and it's a bargain com-
pared to comparable services like outplacement."

In-house Counseling: Allstate and CIGNA

The content, ,cope, and cost of individual counseling serv-
ices depend on whether the referral is to an in-house person'
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or to an outside service. In the case of in-house services, the
service provider may be a staffing or career specialist within
the company but is often the same relocation administrator
or personnel manager who deals with the employee on other
aspects of the move. In-house counseling rarely includes any
kind of personalized follow-up during the job search period.

Between one-third and one-half of companies say they have
offered informal counseling sessions in conjunction with ad
hoc services to spouses. The frequency of this approach,
however, seems to have declined somewhat in the last few years,
perhaps as a result of more companies formalizing their pro-
grams. Because of the informal nature of this assistance, t he
role of administrators in providing job counseling is usually
not explicit. Whether a spouse receives assistance may depend
on the administrator's sensitivity and skills, the time availa-
ble, and, especially, on whether the employee raises the issue
of spouse employment.

At Allstate, meeting with the spouse to discuss the job search
ocess is specified as part of the relocation administrator's

job. In order to vive families more support and reduce the stress
of relocation, Allstate revised its guidelines for relocation ad-
ministrators in 1989, making each administrator the point per-
son for all aspects of the move. Allstate expects relocation
administrators to facilitate a job search by meeting with the
spouse to offel job-hunting tips and a resume critique. The
benefits manager who helped develop the new guidelines ex-
plains: "We knew people couldn't just rely on a brochure. They
need to go to a person for help. We want the local coordina-
tors to manage the move, to coach people through all aspects."

At CIGNA companies, spouses who want career assistance
are referred to the internal career placement department where
a ,:onsultant w ill work with each individual to prepare for new
employment. To supplement the counseling, t hc company tries
to set up informal job contacts, and also will replace up to
one month of a spouse's current salary in order to ease the
transition.

In-house counseling was a standard practice at U S West
until 1989 when the company replaced the in-house referrals
with various printed information. Before the number of
relocating spouses became more than internal resources could
handle, relocation counselors referred every transferee's spouse
to the corporate staffing office for a personal job needs as-
sessment. With growing numbers of job-seeking spouses, the
burden on internal counseling resources may prompt more
companies to turn to career counseling firms.

Referral to External Counseling Services

The number of companies contracting with outside firms
for counseling services has increased gradually over the past
five ycars as more companies establish formal policies on spouse
employment assistance and as more consultants develop and
market these programs. The services are usually purchased from
career counseling organizations, outplacement firms, or third
party relocation firms wit h services targeted especially to the
needs of relocating spouses. Prices range from $1,000 to $2,500
per client. The price may be lower if services are offered as work-
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shops for groups of transferees or if the counseling is exclu-
sively via telephone.

A distinguishing feature of this type of assistance is the ex-
tensive, counselor-initiated follow-up that continues through-
out the job search. Raychem Corporation reports that
counselors they use contact their clients at least on a weekly
basis. Some programs define a specific period of time for follow-
up, typically between two and twelve months from the time relo-
cation is completed. The time limits, however, are interpreted
liberally, and some services stay in regular contact with their
clients until they find jobs.

An efficient referral process and prompt follow-up are im-
portant for the program's success. To prevent an interested party
from being unintentionally screened out at the referral stage,
Amoco and US Sprint ask the transferee to complete a Spouse
Employment Assistance Form, sending a copy to a human
resources representative at the new location. At Mobil, the
spouse has a personal interview with a trained counselor to es-
tablish job needs. In many cases the consultant must contact
the spouse and set up an appointment within 24 to 48 hours
of receiving the referral. In the interest of speed and efficiency,
AEtna makes all its spouse referrals by telephone.

Job Development

Like the career counseling and outplacement models upon
which they arc based, all spouse programs stress the importance
of clients acting on their own behalf. Howevet, an important
modification has occurred in spouse counseling in the last few
years. A number of service providers have modified their pro-
grams to take into account the short time frame and financial
requirements of a corporate relocation. The result is that rela-
tively more effort goes into helping the client penetrate the lo-
cal job market than in traditional career counseling. As one
experienced spouse counselor explains, "In traditional career
counseling, the task is to empower the client to act, but in the
case of relocation, the company is paying you to give real as-
sistance for as rapid and successful a career transition as possi-
ble." Motivating and supporting the spouse is still an important
part of the service, but many spouse programs arc also offer-
ing job development, job market research, and networking as-
sistance as an integral part of the package.

Employers place a high value on the job development aspects
of counseling services. Describing his criteria for selecting a
spouse assistance service, a relocation manager explains: "My
sense is that the better spouse employment assistance firms are
those that help develop job opport unities. The good ones will
pick up the phone, make contacts, get a network going, and
set up a lunch." Elaborating on Kodak's spouse assistance over
the last three ycars, a counselor for Kodak notes, "The major
difference between spouse counseling and regular career coun-
seling is that relocated people need much more help in network-
ing and meeting people. They're in crisis, and they don't have
any contacts in town. They need to be rovided with names
of selected individuals in their field. We tell them, here are some
people who can be helpful to you. Call them and use my name."
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US Sprint's Comprehensive Program

Over the past three years, US Sprint has developed a com-
prehensive relocation career assistance program, one that
is likely to expand even further inI990. US Sprint's first pro-
gram in 1987 was an in-house counseling service offered
through the training and development department, sup-
plemented by literature for a study-at-home approach to self-
marketing techniques. The company was satisfied with the
quality of the service but, based on feedback from em-
ployees that it was difficult to discuss personal situations
with an in-house counselor, began to consider using an out-
side consultant to work with spouses.

In May,1988, the company added an income replacement
feature, on a trial basis, to help dual-earner couples that had
trouble qualifying for a mortgage. Mortgage lenders, the
company found, would credit the couple's income at 1000/0
of the spouse's previous income if the spouse had guaran-
teed income replacement for two months. An unexpected
side effect of this policy enhancement was that, by enabling
couples to buy housing more quickly, the company cut its
interim living expenses by 50%.

In early 1989, routine focus groups revealed that "part-
ners," not just "spouses," were at the heart of employee relo-
cation concerns. The company then expanded assistance
to include "partners" on an informal basis. When surveys
confirmed that management saw this as reasonable, the
policy became official.

The visibility and strategic value of the "working partners
program" increased when it was integrated with the com-
panywide Family Care initiative announced in August, 1989.
A massive task force and policy development process cul-
minated in home mailings to all employees describing the
company's integrated approach to managing career and
family.

For any working partner or household member, the en-
tire assistance package now includes a personal career con-
sultation, resume preparation, secretarial support and use
of office space, access to a national job-lead bank, reim-
bursement for job search trips, and guaranteed partner in-
come replacement up to $2,000 per month for 60 days.
According to the company, the enhanced working partner
program is already yielding productivity benefits. Partner
assistance has reduced average adjustment time (i.e., low
productivity time) by approximately three months.

Looking ahead, the director of relocation foresees new
programs to help young children adjust more quickly, relo-
cate teens, and assist college students in finding jobs. This
year the company will focus on creating programs for non-
working partners to help them reconnect with volunteer and
community activities.

From the company's perspective, support for the program
can be explained in terms of its emphasis on personal serv-
ice, internal communication, and productivity. Though group
workshops were considered as a more economical way of
delivering career counseling, the company ultimately decid-
ed that personal attention added value to the program. With
each policy addition, the relocation department monitored
the reaction of executives and management, always com-
municating the reason for and results of a pilot program.

The rationale for the entire program is productivity. The
company's relocation philosophy is: "If we need your ex-
pertise somewhere else, we want to make every effort to get
you there with as little disruption to your life as possible
That's the central issue in relocation--productivity. And you
get it by focusing on the spouse, partner, and family issues."

Some corporate programs even specify a job development
component as part of the counseling process. Amoco describes
its program as 12 hours of individualized counseling, part of
which is research by the counselor on networking contacts and
opportunities in the local job market.

Impact

Another company found it practical to use two different kinds
of counselors to provide these two components of the counsel-
ing process. A career counselor guides the self-assessment and
personal goal-setting, but a special relocation counselor, who
has a background in recruitment and the local labor market,
works with the spouse on job-finding strategies and tailoring
the resume to the local job market.

For employers, the biggest plus of the counseling approach
is the personal contact and supportand what it conveys to
the transferee and spouse. After weighing alternative options,
one relocation manager chose individualized counseling be-
cause, "nothing takes the place of personal contact." Accord-
ing to a Kodak relocation executive, "We out stock in our ability
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to counsel people. If you just handed people a book or money,
you would lose that counseling aspect. Research and experience
shows that people wouldn't feel as good about it. In relocation
it's the emotional aspects that will kill you, and it's the coun-
seling that gets you through."

Many consultants provide periodic reports on the status of
each spouse's job search, thus enabling employers to monitor
the impact of the program. One company's report, not unique,
is that "everybody who has used the service has ended up with
a job." Statistics from Ford and Merrill Lynch show that 50
percent or better of referred spouses found jobs in two months
or less, compared to the rule of thumb for outplacement al-
lowing one month of job search time for each $10,000 of sa-
lary. Moreover, no spouse suffered a career setback; each new
job was a lateral move or promotion. Over the three-year span
of its spouse counseling program, Kodak finds that 90 percent
of referred spouses find jobs, with an average search time of
three to four months. AEtna reports similar results.

Corporate executives agree that the biggest problem with
offering personalized employment assistance is managing the
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Internal and External Cobnseling at Dow Chemical, U.S.A.

Through a centrally coordinated system emphasizing
communication and quality control, Dow Chemical U.S.A.
capitalizes on the benefits of both in-house counseling and
external consultants. At its Midland, Mich. headquarters,
the volume of transfers makes it cost-effective to have a
full-time specialist on spouse employment issues. Dow
contracts with a national network of career counselors to
provide counseling to spouses at its other 40 sites.

In 1987, Dow promulgated guidelines for hiring spouses
internally, but those not served by that option were offered
additional assistance. An arrangement with a local college
provided incoming spouses the same on-campus employ-
ment resources and counseling that the college made
available to its students. After a six-month pilot program,
Dow concluded that the general services were not suffi-
ciently targeted to spouse needs. The company contract-
ed with the college for a full-time counselor to work
exclusively with them.

Since 1987, the counselor has served 150 incoming
spouses annually. Though technically a college employee
located physically outside the Dow facilities, the counselor
is familiar with the organization, works directly with its
managers, and works full-time on the employment needs
of spouses moving into the Midland area. Since the pro-
gram began, 310 spouses have been served. In addition
to working with each person individually, the counselor pro-
vides group workshops, video taped interviews for skills
practice, and weekly two-hour sessions in which local
managers talk about opportunities in the region. The coun-
selor developed a directory profiling 200 area employers,
and those who cannot find employment to match their origi-
nal goals are offered counseling on alternate career paths
and techniques for changing careers.

In order to improve communication, in 1989 Dow added
one part-time person to its Personnel Service staff to meet
personally with every relocated spouse or fiance. The new
position coordinates all spouse services. Explains a
representative from Dow: "We saw an advantage to cen-
tralizing the initial interview with the spouse. We learned
that if service delivery was handled by 15 different HR peo-
ple at the division level, spouses would not get the quality
or clarity of service that a central person can offer." To as-
sure quality service at its other locations, Dow relies on
detailed, quarterly reports from its contractor. Statistics are
the most telling aspects of the reports, but the company
also monitors the process a spouse follows from the time
of referral to the end of job search. Dow depends on its
contractor counselors to take a "holistic approach" and
treat the needs of the whole individual. "It's part of our
culture to handle things on an individual basis," says a
company official.

In 1990, Dow plans to produce a brochure about the pro-
gram which will be sent to all supervisors and relocating
couples. In addition, it will use a videotape to orient su-
pervisors and employees to the program.

Based on their experience with spouse assistance, Dow
believes that centralization and sensitivity are the keys to
a quality program. Having an internal focal point increases
internal support for the program as well as giving it con-
sistency. The company also stresses that the company
offers no job guarantees. The spouse still needs to put forth
a great deal of effortnot even the best assistance will
erase the personal and emotional issues of a two-earner
relocation. "Such issues never go away; they can only be
minimized."

spouse's expectations. A transferring couple may erroneously
assume that employment assistance means job placement. No
matter how much networking assistance and follow-up the
counselor provides, there are no job guarantees in this type of
service. A great deal still depends on the client's initiative and
follow through.

Dow Chemical finds that it is important to correct any mis-
conceptions at the outset when the program is first communi-
cated. As an entree to clarifying the nature of the assistance,
the Dow counselor asks spouses what they know about the pro-
gram and what their expectations are. Amoco tries to avoid mis-
upderstanding by putting a detailed description of the service
in its relocation handbook for transferring employees. Part of
that description reads:
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"While this program cannot guarantee that you.. spouse will
find a job, it is designed to equip spouses with the tools neces-
sary to effectively carry out the job search process in order to
secure a new position."

Employers who have experience using external resources for
spouse counseling advise companies considering this approach
to: (I) make one internal person the focal point and coordina-
tor of the service in order to maintain consistency, accurate com-
munication, and quality control: (2) choose a consultant who
is flexible and can adapt the service to the needs of the individual
and the company's culture: and (3) stay in contact with the con-
sultant and monitor the service carefully, especially at the be-
ginning.
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New Developments

As the idea of spouse employment assistance gains accep-
tance and companies compile experience with different as-
sistance options, a process of fine tuning and innovation is
starting to occur. A number of companies are enhancing and
modifying their programs (see box on Ameritech). Some are
altering programs to address particular business situations.

Some of the most innovative approaches are in response to
four thorny questions:

1. How can companies offer the comprehensive assistance
that some spouses need without paying for unnecessary as-
sistance in other cases?

2. How can assistance be offered so that it influences the
decision-making process and encourages couples to give posi-
tive consideration to a relocation offer?

3. What can be done for expatriate spouses when work per-
mit regulations prohibit their employment?

4. How can relocation trends and changing employee demo-
graphics be reconciled?

flexibility: The Cafeteria Approach

During the last decade, many employers replaced tradition-
al one-size-fits-all benefits with flexible plans. Recognizing the
diversity of life-styles some employers are also designing relo-
cation assistance programs that have built-in flexibility.

The kind of help needed is influenced not only by the in-
dividual job-seeker, but also by the job market into which the
person is moving. Some find a job quickly, while others are
destined for a long and difficult career transition. Some need
only to be pointed in the right direction, while others benefit
from extensive support. The range of individual needs poses
a challenge for corporations.

Flexibility already exists in many programs to some degree,
via individual counseling, choice between options, policy ex-
ceptions, and job search reimbursement policies. One-on-one
career counseling assistance lends itself to individualization,
but at a price, some companies say, that is excessive for the
minimal level of service many spouses need. This is why com-
panies like Johnson & Johnson and U S West offer a choice
between different types of assistance, or require the relocation
counselor to select the best option for a family.

Another way to adjust to individual needs is with policy ex-
ceptions and ad hoc arrangements. Beatrice Corporation, for
example, recognizes that a two-earner couple may require more
time to complete a move and sometimes stretches the guide-
lines on temporary living expenses to adjust to the spouse's job
search. The director of human resources says that when excep-
tions arc necessary, benefits should be seen as a pie that people
divide to suit their individual needs. "We want to give flexibili-
ty within a framework. The primary emphasis is to give people
enough time to organize two lives. I f people need more time,
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we will try to accommodate them."
Reimbursement for job search costs is another route to flex-

ibility. Square D provides payment of one month's salary up
to $2,000. The money can be used for any purpose related to
job hunting. Other companies, such as Unisys, Du Pont, and
Hewlett Packard, reimburse, within a specified budget, the ac-
tual costs of a job search. Reimbursable expenses defined by
the company include counseling, resume preparation, job search
trips, and local licensing or special training. Although reim-
bursement allows individuals, in effect, to create their own as-
sistance programs, one drawback is that it does not to provide
any guidance in selecting quality or relevant assistance.

IBM and Raychem Corporation

IBM and Raychem Corporation have addressed the issue of
individual differences through innovative programs that define
available services and maintain quality control, but also allow
choice. IBM, one of the first companies to offer a spouse as-
-sistance program, enhanced its program in late1989 to increase
the amount and flexibility of services available to relocated
spouses. In addition to raising the reimbursable amount, the
new program includes an individual counseling option that
adapts the amount of assistance to the individual's needs.
Spouses may choose one of three options: (1) job search reim-
bursement up to $1,000, (2) a basic program of individualized
career counseling sessions, or (3) a more extended career coun-
seling program. The basic counseling option consists of sever-
al hours with a counselor to work on self-assessment and resume
preparation. The extended program proN, ides additional hours
of counseling and folio . up.

IBM's program manager for relocation and reimbursement
pl-ns, observes, "We want a flexible program because each
s,. ;e's employment situation is so different. We expect that
mo,.. people will only need the basic service, but we also want
to be able to help the individual who must reevaluate what she
can do with her skills."

Raychem Corporation offers a cafeteria approach to in-
dividualized counseling. Any spouse who needs job assistance
is given a budget to "spend" at a local career center. The spouse
may select several kinds of assistance from the following list
of options: (I) help in building a network of peers in the area
for exploring the job market; (2) preparation of a targeted re-
sume; (3) interviewing practice and role playing for self-
marketing; (4) job market research to develop a list of poten-
tial employers; (5) self-assessment; or (6) ongoing support, in-
cluding help with cover letters and coaching during t hc job
search.

Raychem's rclocat ion manager reports that most spouses use
up their budget and take advantage of a broad spectrum of serv-
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Ameritech: Needs Assessment Helps Design Program

Ameritech has offered spouse assistance on a moderately successful basis since 1983, but a needs assessment survey
in 1988 helped the company incorporate spouse assistance in a comprehensive program of family-supportive relocation as-
sistance.

Year Event Result

1983 New company formed following AT&T divestiture; introduced
spouse counseling as an innovative program; company reim-
bursed 50 percent of costs of counseling to $1,500

Low usage; employees complained about sharing cost

1984 Worked with consultant to modify company usage and Low usage; company felt it was addressing only part
condense service to be offered at $750 of the issue

1986 Spouse counseling budget raised to $1,500 with no
employee contribution

No major complaints; moderate usage

1987 Management emphasized the importance of diverse Two-earner couples expressed anxiety about the
experience for managers and the role of relocation in implications for families; questioned the company's
career growth "sensitivity"

1988 Company conducted relocation needs assessment survey Recommendation developed for policy enhancements
of 400 recent and potential management transferees
to identify family issues for relocation policy

to support families

1989 Recommendations approved by personnel VPs and
relocation group of each operating company. Policy addi-
tions include:

Favorable employee response

Terminology changed from "spouse" to "one household
member";
Enriched counseling program; up to $3,000 for expenses
associated with job search;
Special care allowance for elderly or disabled dependent;
school matching service;
Commuting allowance for up to 12 months if immediate
relocation is impossible;
Allowance for children in househunting trip;
More short-term assignments to reduce relocation

1990 Workshops on relocation to communication policy and Unknown
inform employees

ices. "We have never done anything that has caused a greater
positive response from transferees. The service reinforces to
spouses that the company really does have a concern. I've had
many people tell me the best thing about this program is hav-
ing someone to talk to, to keep your spirits up."

Decision-Making Packages

Couples rarely have the opportunity to evaluate job oppor-
tunities in the new location before deciding whether to accept
or reject a transfer offer. If the company has a spouse assistance
program, the couple may not even learn about it or what it offers
until after thc relocation is under way. A fcw companies have
begun to offer a "pre-decision package" to reduce the anxiety
of the unknown and, especially, to reduce employee resistance
to relocation. The intent is also to avoid unsuccessful reloca-
tions and their attendant costs. Analogous to a house-hunting
trip t hat previews t he housing market, t hese packages allow t he
couple to preview the job market.

24

Group Moves

Providing pre-decision information is most common in group
moves, in which the relocation process typically extends over
12 to 18 months. The long time line accommodates extensive
fact gathering. For example, in moving its corporate headquart-
ers from New York City to Fairfax County, Va., Mobil asked
its consultant to provide extensive job market research for the
Fairfax area over an 18-month period from 1988 through 1990,
when the move will be completed. The spouse assistance firm
providing individualized job consultations has also developed
an information center. The center contains lists of area indus-
tries, social service organizations, educat ional institutions, and
other local employers, as well as ai:nual reports, contact names,
lists of professional organizations, and licensing information.
Couples arc encouraged to visit the center and talk to a career
counselor as part of their preview visit to the Fairfax area.

Another group move that offered pre-decision job market
research involved Sterling Drug's move from Albany, N.Y., to
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Philadelphia, Pa., in 1989. Sterling, building on the spouse pro-
gram of its parent company, Eastman Kodak, individualized
and pefsonalized the fact-finding process by offering two-earner
couples a pre- move, decision-making consultation. Any cou-
ple that used the service received a two-hour consultation, by
phone or in person, to assess the spouse's needs and job in-
terests. The counselor, a paid consultant, then conducted three
hours of research on the spouse's behalf in the new job market,
and supplied a written report to the couple outlining the general
employment picture in terms of the spouse's objectives. The
report typically included information on potential employers,
salary ranges, and opportunities relevant to the spouse's field,
as well as answers to specific questions that may have been raised
in the initial counseling session. The Sterling Drug program
appears to have succeeded in encouraging couples to accept the
group move. The overall employee acceptance rate was 44 per-
cent, but over 65 percent of the employees using the decision-
making package accepted the relocation. This suggests that pre-
decision information, while not eliminating the need for an
eventual job search, may remove the fear factor that inhibits
couples from considering a transfer.

Individual Transfers: NCR Pilot Program

For individual transfers, the short decision-making time line,
usually four weeks or less, precludes couples from gathering
anything but general information. Therefore, providing site-
specific information for individual transfers is more difficult.
NCR Corporation is one of the first companies to address this
problem with a formal program.

As of late 1989, NCR is offering a pilot spouse assistance
package that has two phases: (1) a pre-decision consultation and
information component, and (2) if the couple decides to take
the assignment, a comprehensive employment counseling com-
ponent. The idea for this two-phased approach grew out of a
committee, appointed in the spring of loso.., taw was composed
of employees who knew thc issues firsthand as transferees and
as partners in two-earner families. The committee recommend-
ed that spouse assistance be offered up front, to everyone, ear-
ly in the relocation process to help couples make an informed
decision.

Prior to notification of a transfer opportunity., an employee
is informed of the possible offer and, should spouse employ-
ment be an issue in considering the offer, that assistance is avail-
able for assessing job opportunities in the new location. The
pre-decision service consists of one hour of consultation and
needs assessment, three hours of job market research in the new
location, and a summary written report for the couple high-
lighting opportunities and key considerations. To assure that
the process is objective, the service is provided by an outside
consultant. If thc couple accepts the assignment, the same con-
sultant will continue working with the spouse to do further
needs assessment, networking and resume preparation.

During the pilot phase of the program NCR is collecting data.
In its first months of operation, the program has been well uti-
lized. In fact, some divisions that were not originally a part of
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the pilot have recognized a business need for the assistance and
have asked to be included.

NCR expects the program to have payoffs, not just for relo-
cation, hut also for the company's career development system
and recruiting. According to the personnel vice president: "We're
a worldwide company. Very few of our professionals can have
a management career satisfied in a single location. We promote
from within. When you lay those facts against the backdrop
of the phenomenon of dual careers, you conclude that we need
this program to build upon our human resources investment
and assure mobility within the company."

International Relocation

International assignments pose a special challenge for two-
earner couples because, regardless of whether the spouse can
find a suitable job in the host country, work permit legislation
and entry visas are often extended only to the relocated em-
ployee. An international transfer may mean enforced retirement
for the accompanying spouse for the duration of the assign-
ment. This is especially problematic for a career spouse because
a lengthy absence from the work force makes career reentry
difficult when the overseas assignment ends. The importance
of expatriate experience for management development and suc-
cession plans is likely to increase as U.S. business expands its
operations overseas and absorbs the implications of globali-
zation. In many companies, international assignments already
are required experience for key personnel. The incidence of in-
ternational two-career relocations is likely to grow in frequen-
cy as well as importance as more women enter the pipeline for
top management positions.

Informal Arrangements

Over the past few year, companies have used a number of
informal approaches to pros ide overseas employment for ac-
companyine spouses. In cases where oserseas employment is
not possible, companies sometimes help identify meaningful
volunteer opport unities or help a spouse reenter a career ss hen
the foreign assignment is finished. Through networking between
human resources and relocation staff, employers have been able
on some occasions to identify job openings with other U.S. com-
panies at the receis ing location. Some large firms have des e-
loped informal, reciprocal agreements with other multinationals
to help accommodate relocated sts(suses, but the highly con-
tingent nature of this approach limits its effectiveness. Some
organirat ions base waived nepotism restrictions and hired
spouses internally-.

Couples are also working out t heir own arrangements. A large
New York-based financial Nen ices firm reports that a grossing
number of women are asking to ssork overseas to accompany
their husbands on oserseas assignmentsand the number of
men asking for oserseas service is growing for the same rea-
son. The firm t ries to accommodate these requests, but the in-
dividual is paid as a ?ocal employee, not as an evatriate.
Obs iously this k ind of arrangement works only if bot h hus-
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Mobil Corporation: A Strategic _Approach to Two-Career Relocations

When Mobil found that two-career relocation issues were
inhibiting its career development system, it made strateg-
ic plans, not only to assist relocated spouses but also to
reduce the number of corporate relocations over the long
term.

Traditionally Mobil had developed managers by moving
them around to give them a broad base of experience. In
response to concerns that employees were increasingly
unwilling to relocate, the company undertook an internal
study in 1987 and 1988 to determine the extent to which
relocation concerns affected either career development or
retention The study had three components: a question-
naire administered to a sample of current employees, a
post-exit questionnaire sent to former employees, and a
spouse questionnaire and telephone interview with 100 em-
ployee spouses.

A key finding was that involvement in a dual-career fa-
mily is the most significant predictor of reluctance to relo-
cate. Moreover, the greater the salary of the spouse, the
less willing and able the employee is to relocate. The study
also found that anticipation of a requirement to relocate
was a factor in employees' decisions to resign, especially
among young employees in a two-career couple. The data
led the company to conclude that, if projections for the in-
crease of dual earner couples held true, there would be
a 50-percent increase in relocation refusal rates over the
next 10 years as well as a 20-percent increase in turnover
among professional, managerial and sales employees.

Based on its internal study, the human resources plan-
ning department made five recommendations:

1. Establish a nationwide spouse employment assistance
program to provide individually tailored, high-level out-
placement, and counseling services;

2. Provide a commuting option (housing allowance and
transportation stipend) as an alternative to relocation
for short-term, career development assignments;

3. Improve communication with new hires and current
employees regarding the role of relocation in career
development;

4. Minimize the need for relocation by t:5ing four major
hub locations in career development.

5. Strengthen career development counseling with great-
er emphasis on future development steps.

These recommendations were implemented in 1989. In
its first year of operation, the spouse assistance program
served 129 spouses in 43 different cities. As part of the em-
phasis on hub locations, the company relocated its cor-
porate headquarters to Fairfax, Va. Other hub cities are
Rochester, N.Y., Princeton N.J. and Dallas, Tex. By con-
centrating jobs in a few geographical areas. Mobil expects
to be able to reduce the number of relocations necessary
for future managers.

hand and wife are employed b international firms with oper-
ations at the same site.

Formal Programs: BP America

One of the first formal programs for international spouses
is a new multifaceted package developed for British Petroleum
America in Cleveland, Ohio. In 1988, BP America's expatriate
population in Cleveland grew dramatically as a result of the
company goals for internationalization. Though BP (former-
ly SOH10) has had domestic spouse employment counseling
in place since the early 1980s, the influx of expatriates left no
time for organizing programs for spouses. As a result, the
spouses themselves took the initiative, working with the relo-
cation department to pros ide a range of services that combine
indiv idualized counseling wit h group support and networking.

The foundation of the program, launched in January, 1990,
is an initial session with a career consultant, followed by meet-
ings set by the counselor with members of the Cleveland busi-
ness, academic, and volunteer community who share the
spouse's interests. The intent is to help the spouse establish a
peer network to stav in touch with personal and professional
interests. A schedule of biweekl y. group meetings, mopthly out-
ings, and quarterly luncheons pro kle opportunities to leant
about Cleveland and meet one another.

Since work permit legislation res:i icts most spouses f rom
working in t he I !.S., part of the program's locus is to work with

a consortium of Cleveland employers to develop opportuni-
ties for spouses to purs.te professional and personal interests
on a non-paid basis. This includes options for academic study,
change in visa status, and volunteer opportunities. For those
that have unique skills and may qualify for a work visa, the
program provides information on the process for changing visa
status and helps to identity business organizations that might
sponsor the spouse for employment. BP lends the services of
its immigration attorney as needed.

A Challenge to Relocation kends

During the 1980s the number of corporate relocations
climbed steadily, despite rising costs, changing transferee demo-
graphics and evidence of increased employee reluctance to relo-
cate. For thc most part, employers have responded by developing
programs to reduce the stress of relocation. Some companies
believe, however, that corporations must reevaluate zir relo-
cation requirements and reduce the number of transfers.

Mobil is one example of a company that is working to decou-
plc career development from the need for frequent relocation
(see box above). Looking toward the future, some human
resource planners envision increased use of telecommuting,
short-term assignments, and other alternatives to relocation.
In the words of Du Pont's manager of corporate relocation,
"In the future there will be a continued increase in employee
reluctance to relocate and there will be fewer relocations."
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Summary and Outlook

Spouse employment assistance programs are becoming more
prevalent and formalized. Interviews with relocation profes-
sionals and consultants confirm that many companies are in
a decision-making phase, evaluating the benefits of moving
from informal to formal policy, or enhancing their current offer-
ings. The experience of companies over the last few years sug-
gests some guidelines for companies that want to develop
effective spouse employment assistance programs.

Successfui programs are built around a needs assessment,
a clearly stated business rationale, and ongoing evaluations.
Companies that report the greatest confidence in their program
develop them in response to a defined need, relate them to clear
corporate objectives, and monitor them on a regular basis.
Lacking internal needs assessment or evaluation data, most
companies cannot document the value of their spouse pro-
grams. This detracts from the perceived value of the program,
dulls marketing and communications efforts, and effects usage.
Setting and monitoring objectives enables an organization not
only to measure the program's benefits but also to identify weak-
nesses and modify the program to support overall relocation
and business objectives.

Direct costs should be only one factor in selecting a program.
Many spouse assistance programs today are cost-driven rather
than strategic. Caught between pressure to "do something"
about two-earner transfers on the one hand and contain the
ever-rising costs of relocation on the other, many companies
use cost as the decision factor for selecting a program approach.
Often ignored or underestimated are hidden costs of staff time
spent working with spouses and productivity loss in difficult
relocations. Since the overall cost of spouse assistance, even for
a comprehensive program, is a small part of the total reloca-
tion expense, decisions based on cost alone run the risk of trad-
ing off program effectiveness for relatively small savings.

To leverage the program's impact, align spouse assistance with
other human resource objectives. Innovative programs that have
top management support are often those that link spouse as-
sistance to larger human resource objectives in recruiting, reten-
tion, management development, and work-family balancing.
Defining the implications of spouse assistance too narrowly
limits the carry-over and impact of an assistance program. Since
relocation is a specialized function within human resources,
and the reality and logistical aspects of relocation assistance
are outside the mainstream of human resource functions, it is
easy for spouse assistance to become segregated from other,
related programs. Two-career issues are, however, part of the
larger concern for managing a changing work force. Spouse
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assistance may eventually prove as important for M.B.A. and
campus recruiting, for example, as for internal relocations.

Successful programs need an internal champion or coordi-
nator. Companies that report high satisfaction with their pro-
grams can usually identify a focal point person who works
closely with consultants, monitors results, takes responsibility
for identifying problems, and perhaps most important, directs
the way the program and its objectives are communicated. Be-
cause it is a departure from traditional types of relocation as-
sistance, spouse assistance needs internal marketing in order
to achieve its potential benefits.

Use flexible or personalized programs to meet the varied
needs of spouses. Many programs implemented in the last year
acknowledge diverse employment situations by offering choices
in types of assistance offered. One way to make programs more
flexible is to offer choices, but knowledgeable advice must be
provided in order for spouses to choose the best options. Per-
sonal counsermg is another way to combine expert guidance
and emotional support in a context that allows flexibility.

Help spouses penetrate the local job market. Techniques for
helping individuals understand and connect with the local job
market are central to a growing number of programs, in con-
trast to earlier forms of spouse assistance that consisted primar-
ily of self-assessment and resume-writing. Since self-marketing
cannot be effective unless it reaches the relevant market, com-
panies are implementing job banks, personalized research, em-
ployer consortia, and even job development programs for
spouses.

As spouse programs increase in number and quality, it is im-
portant to remember that employment assistance is only a par-
tial answer to the challenge of two-career relocations. Spouse
programs make relocation viable for couples who otherwise
would not consider it. But not even the best assistance can make
a transfer acceptable to every two-earner family. Even with ex-
cellent employment assistance, two-earner couples may begin
to limit the number of relocations they consider. Employment
is one issue in a range of family concerns affecting working
couples. Relocation packages are likely to devote increased at-
tention to dependent care and other family issues. Companies
may also have to consider ways of reducing the need for relo-
cation. Short-term assignments, alternative management de-
velopment systems, limits on the number of relocations, more
stringent criteria for evaluating the necessity of a relocation,
and concentrating activities in hub locations are some ap-
proaches employers can explore to retain and develop a work
force that is increasingly composed of two-earner families.
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